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SA International and Sign Tracker Announce Milestone:
500 Sign Tracker Users And Growing
Salt Lake City, UT- August 30, 2011- SA International (SAi) and Sign Tracker, the leading
providers of business management solutions for the sign industry, are pleased to
announce that Sign Tracker has reached 500 users so far!
Sign Tracker, a web-application to help organize your shop, is gaining serious
momentum with over 500 users signed up. Developers for the web application have
been working at a furious pace to introduce updates almost daily, which are included for
free to all subscribers.
To sign up for Sign Tracker and access the 30-day free trial, please visit SIGN.com. Sign
Tracker offers three pricing levels based on the number of users and the amount of file
storage needed. Monthly subscriptions range from $29.95 to $99.95 per month. For
complete pricing details, please visit http://sign.com/SignTracker_Subscrip375.asp.
“Sign Tracker starts as low as $29.95 per month, yet some business owners continue to
spend all their time working out pricing on paper and hand typing a quote,” says Joe
Arenella, creator of Sign Tracker. “Or, they will use a dry erase board for production
management when they could do these things in half the time for very little cost.”
About SignTracker
Sign Tracker is a sign business management system that provides customer and sales tracking,
estimating, project management, forms, scheduling and more. Originally designed as an Excelbased program, Sign Tracker is now being offered as an easy-to-use online web application. For
more information, please visit www.sign-tracker.com.
About SA International
SA International boasts some of the world’s leading software. Flexi ranks as the world’s number
1 software for signmaking, while PhotoPRINT is found on more wide-format printers than any
other RIP. SAi is also one of the leaders in the CNC machining market with EnRoute. SAi's
software sells in 13 languages and 50 countries. The company’s eCommerce site, SIGN.com,
offers more than 250,000 sign design elements. Headquartered in Salt Lake City, USA, SAi can
also be found in Brussels, Belgium; Sao Paolo, Brazil; Shanghai and Hong Kong, China and Tokyo,
Japan. For more information: www.saintl.biz

